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Model-based Diagnosis with the Default-based Diagnosis
Engine: Effective Control Strategies that Work in Practice

Oskar Dressler1 andPeter Struss2

Abstract. This paper presents a set of focusing methods for model-based
diagnosis systems. They aim at restricting the efforts spent on different
computational tasks: the generation of diagnosis candidates, model-based
prediction, and dependency recording. Building upon our previous work on
exploiting a preference order on component faults in the default-based
diagnosis engine (DDE), we formally describe the focusing principles and
show their validity in a default logic framework.

1 INTRODUCTION

Understanding how complex devices work is difficult enough.
Diagnosing them when they don’t, is still much harder, because many
different faulty behaviors can be exhibited by each system
constituent and, in a combinatorial way, by the entire system.
Nevertheless, human experts often manage to navigate through this
huge space of possibilities quite economically. This economy is
essentially grounded on afocusing principle: “Do (or consider) only
what appears necessary for the case at hand”. Applied to diagnosis,
this means not to establish and check fault hypotheses that are not
necessary to solve the current problem.
However, what is necessary is not obvious in advance, because the
diagnostic problem is not. After all, identifying the case at hand is the
target of the diagnostic process. This is why the focus will change
during this process. One starts with the most promising or most
important focus and iteratively switches to “less preferable” ones if
required. Thus, the focusing principle is complemented by a second
one, the preference principle: “Determine and shift the focus
according to the order of preferences”.
In diagnosis, this leads to establishing and checking fault hypotheses
only if the ones that are more plausible or more likely (or more
dangerous) have already been ruled out. As a result, you spend more
work, the more unlikely or exceptional a diagnostic case is.
These principles underly, for instance, the SHERLOCK system ([de
Kleer, Williams 89]), where preferences are induced by fault
probabilities, the focusing strategy in GDE+ ([Struss, Dressler 89],
[Dressler, Farquhar 90]), the exploitation of model abstraction and
simplification in DP ([Struss 92]), and the revision process in
MAGELLAN ([Böttcher, Dressler 93]).
In [Dressler, Struss 92], we demonstrated how some of these
preferences can be expressed in default logic ([Reiter 80]), that
“preferred” diagnoses are then obtained from the extensions of a
default theory, and that these can be computed using a (non-
monotonic) ATMS ([Dressler 90]). We summarize this approach in
section 2.
This paper builds upon this work and shows that it actually forms the
basis for anefficient implementation of diagnosis systems that exploit
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the focusing principle. Additional theoretical considerations and
appropriate design decisions are required, because an arbitrary
computation of default logic extensions (including the proposed one
using the ATMS) does not necessarily exhibit the economy of
reasoning we described above intuitively.
Applying the focusing principle to the default-based diagnosis engine
(DDE) affects different steps and levels:

– focusing thegeneration of diagnosis candidates by limiting the
creation of fault hypotheses and preference defaults

– focusingmodel-based prediction, i.e. limiting instantiation and
checking of models, and

– focusing theATMS by limiting the set of fault hypotheses and
assumptions tracked in dependency recording

In order to establish the soundness of the first two steps, we show
– that the preferred diagnoses of the full default theory, i.e. the

ones containing the whole set D of preference defaults and the
entire system description SD, can be obtained by a smaller
theory with subsets of D and SD, and

– that these subsets are created by an iterative expansion of a core
theory in a hypothesize-and-test cycle.

2 THE DDE BACKGROUND

2.1 Preferred diagnoses under working hypotheses

With the approach to consistency-based diagnosis proposed in [de
Kleer et al. 92] we share that two basic elements of the logical theory
are

– the behavior model of the system to be diagnosed(SD),
comprisingSDBasic, the structural description, domain axioms,
model relations etc., andSDModels, the behavior models of the
components, all represented as sets of formulas, and

– a set ofobservations of the (broken) system’s actual behavior
(OBS).

In contrast to [de Kleer et al. 92] we introduce
– a set of possibleworking hypotheses (W-HYP), i.e. retractable

assumptions suited to simplify the reasoning process, such as
“sensors reliable”, “single fault only”, or modeling assumptions
([Struss 92]),

– a set of different, mutually exclusive behavior modes,
modes(Ci), for each component Ci∈COMPS, represented as
propositional atoms. Accordingly, SD can contain models of
several component faults (as in [Holtzblatt 88], [Struss, Dressler
89], or [de Kleer, Williams 89]) which are associated with the
respective modes. There is an unknown mode which has no
model attached to it and, hence, can never be refuted.

– apartial order on the modes of each component,

≥ ⊆ modes(Ci) × modes(Ci),
expressing differences between the modes such as the
frequency of occurrence, likelihood, or criticality. We call this
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a preference. We fix that the correct behavior mode is the most
preferred and the unknown mode the least preferred one:

∀mj(Ci)∈modes(Ci) {ok(Ci)}: ok(Ci)>mj(Ci)
∀mj(Ci)∈modes(Ci) {unknown(Ci)}: mj(Ci)>unknown(Ci)
where ‘>’ is defined as usual:  x>y  :⇔  x≥y ∧ ¬ (y≥x).

Diagnosing a system means finding out what is wrong and which
components work properly, which, in our framework, translates into
appropriately assigning exactly one mode to each component. We
represent suchmode assignments as sets of modes:

Π = {mji
(Ci) | Ci∈COMPS}, where mk(Ci)∈Π ∧ ml(Ci)∈Π ⇒ k=l.

Preferences among modes induce a preference order on mode
assignments: For Π = {mji

(Ci)} and Π’ = {m’ji(Ci)}

Π ≥ Π’  :⇔  ∀i  mji
(Ci) ≥ m’ji(Ci).

We can now define the diagnoses we are interested in as the most
preferred mode assignments that accord with the system description,
the observations, and our working hypotheses:

Definition (Preferred Diagnoses):Let w ⊆ W-HYP be a set of
working hypotheses. A mode assignmentΠ is a diagnosis under w, iff

SD ∪ OBS ∪ w ∪ Π   is consistent.
Π  is a preferred diagnosis under w iff no other diagnosis under w is
strictly preferred over it:

For all diagnosesΠ’ under w: Π’≥Π  ⇒ Π’= Π

2.2 Characterizing diagnoses in default logic

The intuition behind the preferences among modes is that we can
assume a mode mj(Ci) to be the actual one in a particular context (of
other components’ modes, observations, working hypotheses),

– if all modes strictly preferred to mj(Ci) have been refuted in this
context,

– provided there is no evidence against mj(Ci) in the context.

This can be conveniently expressed in default logic ([Reiter 80]). A
(normal) default is an inference rule

a : b / b
with the meaning “If a is established and it is consistent to assume b,
then b”. Hence, we define for each mode mj(Ci) a default defij :∧  ¬ mk(Ci): mj(Ci) / mj(Ci)

where                  prej(Ci) := {mk(Ci) | mk(Ci)>mj(Ci)}
is the set of “predecessors” of mj(Ci)

3. In particular, for each
component Ci, the “cascade” of preference defaults starts with

: ok(Ci) / ok(Ci)
which basically means “Normally Ci works correctly”.
A default theory∆ is a pair of a set of defaults, D, and a set of
premises (formulas), P. While in classical monotonic logic, P has a
uniquely determined deductive closure

Cn(P) := {p | P  p},
a default theory (D, P) can have severalextensions, which contain,
besides the monotonically derivable formulas, also the consequences
of maximal sets of applicable defaults. With the preference defaults
defined above, we obtain a characterization of preferred diagnoses as
extensions of the respective default theory:

Theorem 1: Let D={defij } be the set of preference defaults.Π is a
preferred diagnosis under w iff Cn(SD ∪ OBS ∪ w ∪ Π) is an
extension of the default theory (D, SD ∪ OBS ∪ w).

3.  This encoding is a correction of the one in[Dressler, Struss 92].

mk(Ci)∈prej(Ci)

2.3 Computing preferred diagnoses

Finally, in [Dressler, Struss 92] we showed how extensions of a
default theory and, hence, preferred diagnoses are computed by
means of the non-monotonic assumption-based truth-maintenance
system (NM-ATMS, see [Dressler 90]).
An ATMS ([de Kleer 86]) stores inferences of a problem solver as
justifications that record the dependency of conclusions on their
antecedents. It uses this “frozen inference structure” tolabel each
conclusion with all minimal, consistent sets of assumptions (i.e.
ultimate premises) that allow deriving this conclusion.
The NM-ATMS encodes a normal default, say

¬ ok(Ci) : fault1(Ci) / fault1(Ci),
as a justification

¬ ok(Ci), out(¬ fault1(Ci)) → fault1(Ci),
where out(¬ fault1(Ci)) is an assumption meaning that the negation of
fault1 has not been established (and, hence, assuming fault1 causes no
inconsistency).
Intuitively, each extension of the default theory decides upon each
mode mj(Ci): it contains its negation or assumes it. These disjunctions
are encoded by two justifications

¬ mj(Ci) → χij      and    out(¬ mj(Ci)) → χij
and all conjoined by the justification

χ11, …, χnmn
→ φ.

In [Dressler 90] it has been shown that the label ofφ contains
assumption sets that generate the extensions of the default theory. In
our special case, these are sets of mode assumptions corresponding to
mode assignments that are consistent, hence diagnoses, and generated
by the preference defaults and, hence, are preferred diagnoses.
Note that extending the set of defaults by another preference default
defkl  requires, besides the two justifications forχkl, one additional
justification

φ, χkl → φ’
to obtain the extensions of the resulting default theory from the label
of φ’.
In summary, so far, we have a sound formalism that allows us to
express preferences among modes and to characterize preferred
diagnoses, and we have an engine to compute them. The following
sections show how this can be done under the focusing principle.

3 FOCUSED COMPUTATION OF PREFERRED
DIAGNOSES

3.1 The basic idea

In both the theoretical characterization of preferred diagnoses
(section 2.2) and their computation (section 2.3), the focusing
principle was totally ignored in spite of being the motivation behind
the preferences: D was introduced as the set ofall preference defaults,
and SD contains models ofeach mode for all components;
accordingly, in the computational scheme, all mode assumptions with
the respective justifications were instantiated, and no restriction
imposed on the application of models to check the modes for
consistency.
In order to see how to overcome this situation, let us revisit the idea
behind the mode preferences. Figure 1 shows an abstract example of
a portion of the preference lattice for some component Ci.
In the beginning, Ci, like all other components, is assumed to work
correctly. What do we need to instantiate at this time?
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– First, theok default with the respective assumption,
– second, theok model in order to check the consistency of this

mode, and
– finally, the preference defaults for the successors of ok(Ci),

¬ ok(Ci) : fj(Ci) / fj(Ci)    for  j=1,2 ,
in order to know where to proceed in case the check of ok(Ci)
reveals an inconsistency.

What we donot yet need, is
– the behavior models of any of the fault modes fj(Ci) since they

are not yet considered, and
– the preference defaults and respective mode assumptions for all

modes fj(Ci), j≥3, since their immediate predecessors have not
yet been checked, leave alone refuted.

If ok(Ci) is really refuted in some context (given by models for the
other components and working hypotheses) then defaults defi1, defi2
apply in this context, which means now behavior models of f1(Ci) and
f2(Ci) have to be checked, and we need to install the defaults defi3 and
defi4 for potential continuation, but not their respective models. These
defaults will not apply and activate these models unless there exists a
context in which both f1(Ci) and f2(Ci) are negated.
So, the focusing principle is to successively introduce

– the behavior models of modes and
– their successor defaults

at the time when their respective preference defaults apply in at least
one context. This is the case when all predecessor modes have been
refuted through checking their models. This process will stop when
the remaining mode combinations survive the check, and our intuition
tells us that they represent the preferred diagnoses.
However, preferred diagnoses are defined w.r.t. the complete default
theory

∆complete = (D, SD ∪ OBS ∪ w),
while our iterative focus expansion along the preference links in a
hypothesize-and-test cycle amounts to determining extensions of a
sequence of default theories

∆k = (Dk, SDBasic∪ SDk ∪ OBS ∪ w)
given by monotonically growing subsets  D0 ⊆ D1 ⊆ … ⊆ D  and
SD0 ⊆ SD1 ⊆ … ⊆ SDModels  of defaults and behavior models,
respectively. We have to show that the respective sequence of
preferred diagnoses w.r.t. the partial default theories actually
converges against those of the complete one, even though it usually
terminates with proper subsets of D and SD.
If we succeed, we effectively have focused both

– hypothesizing diagnosis candidates, because the necessary
justification graph as outlined in section 2.3 as well as the label

ok(Ci)

f1(Ci)

f3(Ci) f4(Ci)

f2(Ci)

Figure 1.   A portion of a preference lattice

of φ is kept small by limiting the set of mode assumptions and
the correspondingχ nodes; the incremental step from Dk to Dk+1
can be handled easily as shown by the remark in section 2.3,

– testing diagnosis candidates by limiting the set of activated
behavior models for checking hypothesized preferred diagno-
ses.

3.2 Sequentially approaching preferred diagnoses

We inductively define a sequence of default theories
∆k = (Dk, SDBasic∪ SDk ∪ OBS ∪ w). PD(∆k)  denotes the preferred
diagnoses w.r.t. ∆k. Newly generated preferred diagnoses are called
candidates:  CANDk+1 = PD(∆k+1)  PD(∆k).

SD0 = ø
D0 = {:ok(Ci)/ok(Ci) | Ci ∈ COMPS}
SDk+1 = SDk ∪   ∪  models(Π)

where models(Π) = {modelij | mj(Ci) ∈ Π} is the set of models
associated with the modes given byΠ.

Dk+1 = Dk ∪   ∪     ∪  succ(mij)

where succ(mij) is the set of defaults introducing the immediate
successor modes for mij  in the preference order.
The sequence reaches a fixpoint when no new candidates have been
generated. Let us denote the respective default theory by

∆stop = (Dstop, SDBasic∪ SDstop ∪ OBS ∪ w).
The theorems below justify stopping at this point. The preferred
diagnoses computed from∆stop are exactly the same as those for
∆complete.
Theorem 2 (Soundness): Let the sequence of default theories have
its fixpoint at∆stop. Then PD(∆stop) ⊆ PD(∆complete).
On the one hand, adding more preference defaults (from D  Dstop)
cannot change the set of extensions, and hence the preferred
diagnoses, because their preconditions (negated modes) are not
satisfied. On the other hand, adding more behavioral models (from
SD  SDstop) cannot change the set of preferred diagnoses either.
Behavioral models are conditioned on their respective behavioral
mode as in f1(Ci) → output (Ci) = 0. Since the modes for the added
behavioral models are not contained in any extension, their
conditions are never satisfied.
The next theorem shows that we are still giving a complete account
of the diagnostic situation when stopping at∆stop.
Theorem 3 (Completeness): Let the sequence of default theories
have its fixpoint at∆stop. Then PD(∆complete) ⊆ PD(∆stop).

3.3 Focusing Candidate Testing

The process of approaching preferred diagnoses sequentially
deserves more attention. From the diagnosis viewpoint, computing
the extensions comprises two different tasks. At step k+1

– the candidates generated at the previous step, CANDk, are tested
for consistency with their models added to SDk.

– if this leads to the refutation of a candidate, possibly new
candidates are generated.

With each step, the set of models in SDk grows, and so the set of
possible model combinations explodes. There is, however, only a
need to check the model combinationscorresponding to candidates.
If a candidate is not refuted, we have found a final preferred dia-
gnosis. This is stated by the focusing theorem.
Theorem 4 (Focusing): LetΠ ∈ PD(∆k). If

SDBasic∪ models(Π) ∪ Obs∪ w ∪ Π
is consistent, thenΠ ∈ PD(∆complete).

Π∈CANDk

Π∈CANDk mij∈Π
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An implementation based on a focused ATMS ([Dressler, Farquhar
90]) makes use of the theorem by focusing model-based prediction on
the model combinations indicated by the candidates. A candidate
never needs to be in the focus twice (as long as the working
hypotheses w are not changed). Even stronger, some candidates need
never be in the focus, since, while checking one candidate,
inconsistencies may be detected that refute other existing candidates.
Hence, it pays off to update candidates after each check:

3.4 Focusing Candidate Generation

The focusing theorem makes obvious that during the process of
approaching the preferred diagnoses sequentially, some candidates
may turn out to be final preferred diagnoses early on while other
preferred diagnoses may show up after many iterations. It is not
possible to know in advancewhen final preferred diagnoses occur.
The order, however, in which they occur is not arbitrary and can be
subject to further control. If, for the next consistency check,  we
always select a candidate with a minimal number of assigned fault
modes, the algorithm generates preferred diagnoses ordered by their
number of faults. This can be exploited by restricting the generation
of preferred diagnoses (which can form a prohibitively large set) by
limiting the number of iterations and/or computed preferred
diagnoses. In our experience, a set of 5 to 10 preferred diagnoses
suffices for effectively deciding on next steps in the overall diagnostic
process, such as probe selection or change in working hypotheses.

4 FOCUSING ON SUSPECT COMPONENTS

The effect of the focusing techniques introduced in the previous
sections results from restricting the set of modes (and the respective
preference defaults, mode assumptions, ATMS nodesχij , and
models) that are instantiated for each component. Of course, there is
still at least one mode to be considered for each component as
required by the concept of a diagnosis as acomplete mode
assignment. This can cause efficiency problems for the proposed
ATMS-based implementation of DDE if we deal with systems with
many components. There are types of such systems that do not lend
themselves to an effective hierarchical diagnosis scheme (at least not
with a fixed structural hierarchy). Many networks, such as the power
transmission networks we have been working on ([Beschta et al. 92])
and the audio switching matrix of [Freitag, Friedrich 92], each with
hundreds or thousands of components, belong to this class.
The justification network for the ATMS nodeφ and the assumption
sets in ATMS labels can grow big and cause intolerable computation
time at the ATMS level. What makes this appear as a waste of time is
the fact that it is often a small fraction of components that appear with
a fault mode assigned in some preferred diagnosis and, hence, the
assumption sets list for almost all components the mode “ok”.

Compute preferred diagnoses
PD :=ø
CANDIDATES := {{ok(Ci) | Ci ∈ COMPS}}
while CANDIDATES≠ ødo

choose (and remove) Π ∈ CANDIDATES
check consistency of SDBasic∪ models(Π) ∪ Obs∪ w ∪ Π
if consistent then PD := PD∪ {Π}
else create preference defaults for∪  succ(mij)

justify χij ’s
justify newφ’ to obtain PD’
CANDIDATES := PD’  PD

return PD

mij∈Π

As a cure to this problem, there is the idea to focus DDE not only
w.r.t. the creation of preference defaults and mode assignments, as in
section 3, but also w.r.t. thecomponents. More specifically, what we
would like to do is to

– identify the set of non-suspect components, i.e. the ones that are
considered correct in any preferred diagnosis:
NON-SUSPECTS = {Ci | ok(Ci )∈∩ Π} ⊆ COMPS

– support the correct modes of all components in this set by one
global assumption ok(NON-SUSPECTS) instead of many
individual ok(Ci)

– construct the justification network forφ only from the
preference defaults for components in the complement
SUSPECTS = COMPS  NON-SUSPECTS

This nice idea suffers from a severe dilemma. We attempt to focus the
computation of preferred diagnoses (via the label ofφ) to the suspects
only, but the suspects are in turn defined by the preferred diagnoses.
The question is: can we anticipate that a component will become an
element of SUSPECTSbefore we actually compute the preferred
diagnoses? The answer is “Yes”: a necessary condition for Ci to
become (or remain) suspect, is that the check of an existing candidate
reveals that the ok-mode of Ci is part of a minimal support of an
inconsistency. This is also a sufficient condition (unless we impose
some additional filter on preferred diagnoses). This leads to the
following  revisions (bold face) of DDE’s control scheme:

In order to understand this focusing principle and its validity, we can
describe it in our theory as computing the extensions of the default
theory

∆’ = ({ defij | Ci ∈ SUSPECTS}, SD∪ Obs∪ w’)
with w’ = w ∪ { ok(NON-SUSPECTS)}.

This means, on the one hand we are again using a subset of the
complete set of preference defaults D, this time restricted to particular
components. On the other hand, we add the global ok-assumption as
a working hypothesis, and it is quite easy to see that, by the definition
of SUSPECTS the extensions of∆’ correspond to those of the default
theory∆complete : we can remove the ok-defaults for the non-suspects
(which apply in all extensions) because their consequents are implied
by ok(NON-SUSPECTS) monotonically.
There remain, at least, two remarks to be made. First, insiders
probably frowned at the phrase “determine a minimal support”,
because this step, termed conflict generation in consistency-based

Π∈PD

Compute preferred diagnoses
PD :=ø ; NON-SUSPECTS := COMPS; SUSPECTS :=ø
CANDIDATES := {{ok(Ci) | Ci ∈ COMPS}}
while CANDIDATES≠ ø do

chooseΠ ∈ CANDIDATES
check consistency of SDBasic∪ models(Π) ∪ Obs∪ w ∪ Π
if consistent then PD := PD∪ {Π}
else

for every detected inconsistency
determine a minimal support MS
NEW-SUSPECTS := {Ci | Ci ∉ SUSPECTS ∧ ok(Ci) ∈ MS}
if NEW-SUSPECTS≠ ø
then SUSPECTS := SUSPECTS ∪ NEW-SUSPECTS

NON-SUSPECTS:=NON-SUSPECTS NEW-SUSPECTS
for all C i ∈ NON-SUSPECTS

justify ok(C i) by ok(NON-SUSPECTS)
create preference defaults for∪  succ(mij)

justify χij ’s
justify newφ’ to obtain PD’
CANDIDATES := PD’  PD

return PD

mij∈Π ∧ Ci ∈ SUSPECTS
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diagnosis, is normally done by the ATMS that automatically
computes the minimal inconsistent assumption sets (“minimal
nogoods”). In our modified algorithm, the nogood will simply contain
the ok(NON-SUSPECTS) assumption instead of the individual
ok(Ci) assumptions and, hence, not help to identify the underlying not
yet suspect components. However, the (minimal) support for the
inconsistency (in terms of component models) is captured by the
justification network and can be constructed by tracing back from the
inconsistency. Second, if we apply an additional filter, we might want
to relate the SUSPECTS to the filtered preferred diagnoses. Consider
an extreme case with two very large conflicts consisting only of ok-
modes and sharing exactly one component mode ok(C0). Under a
single fault focus only one diagnosis remains with C0 as the culprit.
However, the algorithm described above has already caught the large
set of components mentioned in the two conflicts in the SUSPECTS
set. This suggests a strategy that checks whether the additional filter
significantly reduces the set of suspects and starts a new computation
of φ if this is the case.

5 DISCUSSION

We presented a number of focusing methods that can help making
complex diagnostic tasks feasible. Although they do not change the
worst-case complexity of consistency-based diagnosis, they aim at
reducing the exponentials for the majority of cases to be handled. This
is justified by the assumptions that the possible component failures
can be ordered according to their "normality" and that each single
diagnostic case is exceptional w.r.t. only a small number of
components. The various focusing techniques result in different
payoffs for different types of devices. For instance, our case study on
ballast water tank systems in crane ships and off-shore plants (see
[Dressler et al. 93]) has to handle a relatively small number of
components (about 40). Because most faults in such a system of
connected pipes and containers exhibit global effects, the majority of
the components will become suspects in the beginning, and the
respective focusing technique described in section 4 is ineffective.
However, due to the number of possible faults for each component (in
the order of 5), the application became feasible only due to the
restricted generation of preferred diagnoses (section 3.4). In contrast,
the power transmission networks we have been working on ([Beschta
et al. 93]) have hundreds or thousands of components and could not
be diagnosed without focusing on the suspect components (in the
order of 50), whereas the number of fault models is small. For the
feasibility, another feature proved to be an important problem
characteristic: good observability (availability of many local
measurements) of the network was crucial for obtaining small
conflicts and, hence, small sets of suspects.
A goal for future work is tosystematically integrate other techniques
for focusing and for gaining efficiency, such as using model
abstraction and simplification ([Struss 92]), exploiting more types of
effective working hypotheses and switching between them
([Böttcher, Dressler 93]), and focusing guided by the goal of
discrimination among diagnoses ([Freitag, Friedrich 92]). The
default-logic-based theoretical framework proves to be a good
foundation for a formal and precise description and analysis of
different focusing principles, their validity, preconditions, and
effects. This also forms the basis for the practically important second
goal: the analysis of differentcharacteristics of systems, or, rather,
their models (w.r.t. structural properties and behavior modeling), that
allow for theselection of focusing techniques that promise to improve
the efficiency of model-based diagnosis systems for the domain.
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